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Introduction
The purpose of this deliverable is to act a companion to the demonstrator “Implementation of alert/eCall
for risk communication” that has been completed within the TransSec project and will give a brief
introduction to the demonstrator.
The TransSec eCall application consists of hardware and software to implement the ETSI-standard eCall
feature with TransSec-specific customisations.
The TransSec eCall demonstrator itself is comprised of two main sections: one part demonstrating the
conformance of the TransSec eCall application within the EU regulations for eCall by using the test
scenarios listed later in the document, while the second part can demonstrate how eCall will be used
within the context of TransSec.
The TransSec proposal stated that eCall will be used "in recognition of critical area access". To
demonstrate this, a supplementary application may be used, detecting when the vehicle enters a
predefined critical area, thereby sending the eCall trigger command to the IVS eCall device. This approach
to a demo would show how TransSec complies with the European eCall initiative, while also innovating
and adding new features. A set of software applications has been developed for this demonstrator: for
the In Vehicle System (IVS), and for the PSAP.
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TransSec eCall Software Framework
1.1

IVS Software Platform

The IVS eCall software application will run on the Raspberry Pi, hosting a REST API to interface with other
TransSec applications and devices. The software is responsible only for running the eCall process using a
defined state machine to handle the current state of eCall sessions. All required MSD data collection,
along with the triggering logic for eCall, is done elsewhere within WP6 within the OBU.

Figure 1 TransSec eCall IVS Demo component
The "emergency call" will be handled as an SMS data transfer from the IVS to a PSAP. A reference guide
for u-blox AT commands is available. SMS is the best option as there will be no voice channel open
between IVS and PSAP, simply due to the nature of TransSec, in that the occupant of the vehicle may be
a hijacker at the time an emergency call is initiated.
The application remains in an idle state until a /trigger request is received, along with its data parameters
required to build the MSD. Once the parameters have been received, the application will build the MSD
in conformance with the CEN EN 15722 standard which sets the parameters that comprise the Minimum
Set of Data used in European eCall.
Once the MSD has been encoded, it is transmitted via SMS from the IVS to the PSAP. The PSAP then
decodes the message and can view the data from the MSD transmitted by the IVS. The PSAP can also be
set to automatically transmit an acknowledgement message in reply upon receipt of the MSD. This acts
as a confirmation to the IVS that the transmitted data has been received and acknowledged.
Once the MSD has been sent to the PSAP, the emergency call session is effectively complete from the IVS
perspective. There is no further interaction necessary between the IVS and PSAP, as the necessary data
for PSAP action has been transmitted within the MSD. A further option would be to allow the PSAP to
request an updated MSD from the IVS. This would require the IVS to have the capability to read incoming
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messages, and also to request MSD data from other TransSec equipment (such as from the MK5 OBU
application).
Upon completion of the eCall data transmission, the application returns to an idle state where it awaits
the next /trigger message.
The TransSec eCall IVS package will consist of two applications: a backend web service which interfaces
with eCall hardware (the u-blox module); and a frontend application. The backend web service is where
all data collection and eCall handling will take place, whereas the frontend application will offer a visual
interface for eCall status indicators as well as offer the manual trigger mode which is required by the EU
eCall standard. The frontend should display the current status of the eCall application, i.e. idle, MSD
transmission complete, etc., and offer some defined interactions: primarily, the ability to manually trigger
an eCall. There is also the possibility to provide additional functionality, such as display of a recent call log.

Figure 2 IVS application with eCall session in progress
1.2

PSAP Software

The PSAP software package will similarly consist of two applications: a frontend and backend. Essentially,
the PSAP backend application will have a narrow purpose: the receipt of SMS messages and decoding the
MSD contained within. The decoded MSD can then be used to build up a frontend application which acts
as a visualisation tool for the PSAP operators.
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Figure 3 TransSec eCall Demo PSAP Layout
The backend application will be used for reading SMS messages via serial communications using the
Hologram Nova with U201 module. It will be responsible for reading the received message, and then
decoding the MSD in accordance with the encoding/decoding rules as set out by the eCall MSD
specification. It will also be necessary for the received data to be exposed for the frontend application to
parse and display. A simple way for this to be achieved is to for the data to be housed in a JSON structure
and exposed via web service for the frontend application.
The frontend application is responsible for acting as the PSAP dashboard, which will act as a display for
the received MSD. The PSAP dashboard gives an overview of the received MSD, and available actions to
the PSAP operator. The critical elements of the received MSD are displayed at the top of the page, with
secondary elements placed further down in a grid-based pattern, along with a map view of the vehicle's
location at the time an emergency call message was sent.
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Figure 4 TransSec PSAP Dashboard Interface with Received eCall Event Displayed

1.3

European eCall Requirements for In-Vehicle Systems

Below are the functional requirements for an eCall In-Vehicle System (IVS) which the TransSec eCall
application must adhere to:


The IVS must include a Network Access Device such as a GSM modem.



The IVS must detect when an eCall trigger has been initiated.



In event of an incident, the IVS must automatically determine if it is appropriate to make an eCall
and make the call automatically.



An eCall must be able to be manually initiated.



The eCall IVS must attempt to send a Minimum Set of Data (MSD) to the PSAP.



The eCall IVS must attempt to establish a voice connection between the vehicle and PSAP.



The eCall equipment should be housed in a protective environment so that it can survive an
incident.



The eCall system must remain inactive until such time as an incident occurs. This means that no
tracking or transmission of data can take place outside of a detected incident.



eCall data is subject to EU data protection and privacy rules.



The eCall system must retransmit the MSD upon receipt of such request from the connected PSAP
during an emergency call session

1.4

eCall System Requirements

The following eCall system requirements have been defined as of ETSI TS 122 101.
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The data may be sent prior to, in parallel with, or at the start of the voice component of an
emergency call.



Should the PSAP request additional data then this may be possible during the established
emergency call.



The realisation of the transfer of data during the emergency call shall minimise changes to the
origining and transit networks.



Both the voice and data components of the emergency call shall be routed to the same PSAP or
designated emergency call centre.



The transmission of data shall be acknowledged and, if necessary, data shall be retransmitted.



An eCall-only IVS shall not generate signalling to the network besides what is needed to place an
emergency call.



The IVS shall indicate at call setup whether the emergency call will carry supplementary data.



An eCall shall consist of a TS12 emergency call supplemented by a minimum set of emergencyrelated data.



An eCall may be initiated automatically or manually by the vehicle occupants.



An eCall IVS shall include information during call setup on whether the present call is a ManuallyInitiated eCall (MIeC) or an Automatically-Initiated eCall (AIeC).



The MSD sent by the In-Vehicle System (IVS) must not exceed 140 bytes.



The MSD should be made available to the PSAP within 4 seconds from when connection to the
PSAP is established.



Should the MSD component not be included in an eCall, or is corrupted or lost for any reason, then
this shall not affect the associated TS12 emergency call speech functionality.



A call progress indication shall be provided to the user whilst MSD transmission is in progress.



To reduce time taken to establish an eCall, an IVS in eCall-only mode may receive network
availability information whilst not registered on a PLMN.

Throughout the emergency call, and following receipt of the MSD by the PSAP, it shall be possible for the
PSAP to:


Send confirmation to the IVS that the MSD has been acted upon.



Request the IVS to resend its most recent MSD.



Instruct the IVS to terminate the eCall.
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1.5

eCall Test Scenarios

The test scenarios, both mandatory and optional, have been set by the ETSI in the document eCall
Interoperability Testing Guide1. This document outlines a large variety of test cases for eCall functionality
along with the pre-test conditions and expected outcomes, provides a good reference point for ensuring
TransSec conformance to pan-European eCall regulations, and serves as a good demonstrator to show
that TransSec meets the criteria for eCall implementation.
Mandatory test scenarios:


MSD transmission / reception / acknowledgment



Voice communication after receipt of AL-ACK



Retransmission of MSD on request from PSAP



Speech after retransmission of MSD on request from PSAP



Clear-down / PSAP-initiated network clear-down



Clear-down / PSAP-initiated application layer AL-ACK clear-down



Callback / PSAP-initiated callback to IVS

Optional test scenarios (applicable to TransSec):


MSD call type indicator set to "Automatically-initiated"



MSD call type indicator set to "Manually-initiated"



Format of encoded and decoded MSD in accordance with with EN 15722



IVS maintains register of recent calls

1.6

Minimum Set of Data (MSD)

The minimum set of data (MSD) required for an emergency call contains valuable information for
emergency responders including vehicle identity number, location information, passenger count, and
other parameters. The ASN.1 syntax for the MSD is defined by CEN EN 15722 and should be followed in
order to maintain conformance to the pan-European standard.
In accordance with the ETSI MSD format, the following are the required parameters to be supplied in an
MSD:


messageIdentifier (begins with 1 at each new eCall session, auto increment with each
retransmission of MSD)



vehicleIdentificationNumber



vehiclePropulsionStorageType

1

https://portal.etsi.org/cti/downloads/TestSpecifications/ETSI%20eCall%20Test%20Descriptions%20(V2.
4.3%20Sep%202013).pdf
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timestamp



vehicleLocation



automaticActivation



testCall



positionCanBeTrusted



vehicleType

The following are optional parameters:


recentVehicleLocationN1



recentVehicleLocationN2



numberOfPassengers

Additionally, further optional data can be included. Currently, the optional data section is not widely used
as part of European eCall, but it is here that any TransSec-specific information should be included.
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Conclusion
This document provides only a brief view into the eCall demonstrator that have been realised out of the
work from WP6 as part of the TransSec project. The full demo is available upon request and will be publicly
available to view via the projects’ dissemination channels.
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